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Samsung US wanted to create a collaborative campus for
current and future staff. The design team collaborated to
quickly develop and iterate ambitious design schemes for
the entire campus. The main working space, a 10-story
tower surrounded by gardens, the data center, parking
structure and the café, helps them create an environment
that appeals to customers, potential employees and the
general public.

The new facility, showing the floating garden floors and courtyard entrance
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Balance and integration of indoor and outdoor office
spaces drove the architectural and structural design of
the building. The tower is organized around a central
courtyard. With no columns on the east and west
sides, the tower appears to float at every third level and
offers occupants clear external views. The resulting
spaces, and the atriums around them, are dedicated for
collaboration areas, facilitating casual meetings and
breaks from the traditional work spaces.
The open-air garden floors required the structure to
accommodate 45 x 300 feet column-free areas at the
east and west sides via two-story cantilevered trusses.
To achieve this ambitious design on a highly seismic
site, effects of vertical seismic accelerations had to be
modelled by performing a site specific vertical response
spectrum analysis. Contributing lateral stiffness of
the two-story, 180-foot-long trusses also had to be
considered and led to the development of a unique
sliding joint detail at the truss bottom chord. This
ensured that the truss did not create another load path
for lateral forces between the floors. However, it also
required close coordination with the architects since the
truss bottom chord sits on top of the floor slab. A floating
bench was created to integrate the structure into the
finished space.

With these large, column-free areas, large deflections
of the structure had to be calculated, reported on
drawings, and coordinated with curtain wall details.
Due to the extremely tight design schedule, this was
only possible using automation linking the ETABS
analysis results to the Revit BIM model through
Grasshopper. The BIM model was a critical tool for
coordination and clash detection, helping the team to
ensure key service integration into these large interior
spaces walls.
The pattern of the façade maximizes daylighting,
taking advantage of the courtyard’s access to
sunlight, while reducing solar gain to create a healthy,
productive workplace interior. Within the building,
the truss braces cutting diagonally through the space
emphasize the structure, becoming a major interior
element. Around the inner courtyard perimeter, curved
glazing allows the truss diagonals to be visually
expressed and contribute to the unique image and feel
of the building.
To address the expedited design and construction
schedule, the design team set up a collaboration
space on the project site, working directly with the
client and contractor throughout the initial design
phases. During construction, careful planning and
coordination with the contractor ensured an efficient
sequencing of construction on the densely populated
site. Achieving this campus was only possible through
the close collaboration and efficient problem solving
by the entire project team.
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Aerial during construction
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Double-height interior space
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Truss bottom chord sliding connection detail
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Garden floor
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Central courtyard during construction
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Tower under construction; facade panels on the lower third
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Etabs analysis model

